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BEFORE THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 

OF THE STATE OF KANSAS 

In the Matter of the Application of Evergy Metro, 
Inc., Evergy Kansas Central, Inc. and Evergy 
Kansas South, Inc. for Approval of COVID-19 
Related Customer Programs 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Docket No. 20-EKME-483-MIS 

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF COVID-19 RELATED 
CUSTOMER PROGRAMS  

This matter comes before the State Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas 

(“Commission”) for consideration and decision.  Having reviewed the pleadings, the Commission 

makes the following findings and conclusions regarding Evergy Metro, Inc.’s (“Evergy Kansas 

Metro”), Evegry Kansas Central, Inc.’s and Evergy Kansas South, Inc.’s (together as “Evergy 

Kansas Central”) (collectively referred to herein as “Evergy” or the “Company”) Application for 

Approval of COVID-19 customer programs (“Application”):  

I. BACKGROUND

1. As this Commission has previously recognized, the current Coronavirus (“COVID-

19”) pandemic is presenting the world and the United States with a variety of fundamental and 

even unprecedented health, economic and social challenges. A number of governmental and 

private sector measures aimed at restricting travel, crowd sizes, the operation of schools, 

businesses, and churches as well as sporting and other events have been implemented in an effort 

to mitigate the spread and impact of COVID-19.  These measures have had severe economic 

consequences as unemployment rates have quickly risen to historic levels across the country.  

2. In its Application, Evergy explained that it has acted consistently with the

Commission’s statements and its orders in Docket No. 20-GIMX-393-MIS and suspended 

disconnections related to non-payment and the accumulation of interest and late fees related to 
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non-payment through at least June 1, 2020 for all but its largest business customers.1  Evergy 

explained that it is already offering customers flexible payment arrangements over a 12-month 

period and working case-by-case with commercial and industrial customers on payment 

arrangements as needed.2   

3. As a result of these actions and the economic impact the pandemic is having on 

customers’ ability to pay bills generally, Evergy has seen arrearages substantially increase and 

expects that they will continue to rise.  Evergy expects this to result in significantly higher bad 

debt expense.3   

4. On May 19, 2020, Evergy announced that it has pledged $2.2 million in 

contributions to help agencies, communities, and customers to respond to and recover from the 

COVID-19 pandemic, bringing its 2020 planned community giving to more than $8 million.  

Included in Evergy’s planned COVID-19 relief funding is up to $400,000 in Emergency grants for 

non-profit agencies which continue to provide essential services in focus areas such as community 

vitality and environmental leadership; up to $800,000 for Evergy’s Hometown Economic 

Recovery Program to help build back the local economy in areas such as small business needs, 

business attraction and retention, and workforce training and development; and up to $1 million to 

Dollar Aide, Project Deserve and other programs to assist customers in making energy payments.4  

5. Evergy filed its Application in this docket describing certain additional customer 

programs it intended to implement and requesting approval of two of those customer programs.  

                                                 
1 Evergy Application, ¶ 2. 

2 Id. 

3 Id. 

4 Evergy Application, ¶ 3. 
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All of these programs were designed to further attempt to lessen the impact of COVID-19 on 

customers’ electric service by: 

i. Reducing the number of customers in arrears and the magnitude of customer

arrearages;

ii. Accelerating the ability to interact with customers to establish payment

plans;

iii. Reducing the number of phone calls made by customers to the contact

center and associated wait times;

iv. Reducing the number of customer disconnections for non-payment,

associated with truck rolls and other collection activity costs;

v. Reducing ultimate consumer write-offs and bad debt expense; and

vi. Maintaining essential electric service to as many customers as possible

which assists in maintaining continuity of revenue streams that supports the

continued provision of safe and reliable electric service.5

6. Evergy indicated its intent to pursue the following programs, which are within

management's discretion to implement without Commission approval: 

a. The existing moratorium on disconnection of service to residential and

small business customers for non-payment as well as the existing waiver of

late payment fees for such customers will be extended to July 15, 2020.6

b. Larger Commercial and Industrial customers – upon request and discussion

with the customer, on a case-by-case review of the circumstances, Evergy

5 Evergy Application, ¶ 4. 

6 Evergy Application, ¶ 6(a). 
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will offer payment flexibility through extended payment plans to resolve 

arrearages by January 1, 2021; the extended payment plan would be 

documented by written agreement between the customer and the Company.7 

c. Smaller Commercial and Industrial customers – agreement on extended 

payment plan of up to twelve months would be documented in billing 

system based upon agreement between the customer and Evergy’s customer 

contact center.8 

d. Residential customers – Evergy proposed a program that was filed as 

confidential, the costs of which Evergy agreed not to seek rate recovery.9 

7. Evergy also requested approval for the following two programs for residential 

customers: 

i. Incentive for one-month payment plan – customers with balances 

due that include at least $100 in arrears incurred before July 15, 

2020, who pay off their balance due in one month to return to current 

status would receive a bill credit in the month after the balance has 

been paid off of 10% of the balance paid, up to $100.  Customers 

will be able to enter this program in June, July, and August of 2020.  

The Company will record all instances in which it provides these 

bill credits.   The customer must enroll in electronic billing in order 

                                                 
7 Evergy Application, ¶ 6(b)(i). 

8 Evergy Application, ¶ 6(b)(ii). 

9 Evergy Application, ¶ 6(c)(i). 
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to qualify for the one-month payment plan, unless he or she claims 

hardship.10 

ii. Incentives for 4-month payment plan – customers with balances due 

that include at least $250 who agree to an extended payment plan to 

resolve balances in no more than 4 months (i.e., four installments of 

25% of the balance) would receive a credit of $25 toward the 25% 

installment in the first month of the agreement.  If the customer 

complies with the agreement by paying the remaining three 

installments plus the charges for service provided in each of the 

subsequent three months, the customer will receive a credit in the 

month after the customer completes the agreement of 50% of the 

final installment amount, up to $75.   Customers will be able to enter 

this program in June, July, and August of 2020, with the latest 

completion date for the four-month payment plan in December 

2020.  The Company will record all instances in which it provides 

these bill credits.  The customer must enroll in electronic billing in 

order to qualify for the four-month payment plan, unless he or she 

claims hardship.11 

8. Evergy explained that the standard twelve-month payment plan will remain 

available for residential customers, including residential customers who initially agreed to one- or 

four-month payment plans but were unable to follow through on such plans.  Evergy also noted 

                                                 
10 Evergy Application, ¶ 6(c)(ii). 

11 Evergy Application, ¶ 6(c)(iii). 
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that, as is customary, Evergy does not offer extended payment plans in situations involving fraud, 

misrepresentation, tampering with Company facilities, etc., and this practice will continue for 

customers with a history of such conduct in the past two years in administering the proposed 

COVID-19 customer programs.12 

9. Evergy explained that the provision of the incentives will provide significant 

benefits to both the Company and all of its customers and, therefore, the incentive programs 

proposed in the Application are not unduly preferential.  Evergy indicated that avoiding 

disconnection of accounts that are eligible for disconnection and helping customers pay off their 

past due account balances is (1) beneficial to the customer who participates in the payment plan 

because the customer avoids disconnection and receives assistance in bringing their balance 

current; (2) beneficial to the Company because the cost and operational impacts of such 

extraordinary collection activities is avoided and revenue associated with that service will continue 

in the future; and (3) beneficial to all other customers by avoiding collection-related costs and the 

incremental cost of other operational impacts of the pandemic that could be included in an 

accounting authority order related to the pandemic and by reducing the possibility of a write-off 

of that arrearage to increase bad debt expense in a future rate case.13    

10. Evergy explained that, with respect to the four-month payment plan option, it is 

reasonable to allow only customers with larger account balances that include at least $250 in 

arrears to participate in the shorter payment plan option because payment of those larger account 

balances over the standard 12-month payment plan period would have a greater impact on the 

                                                 
12 Evergy Application, ¶¶ 6(c)(iv) and 6(c)(v). 

13 Evergy Application, ¶ 8. 
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customer and the Company and the benefits of shortening the period of time over which the larger 

balances are repaid is significant.14   

11. With respect to the one-month payment plan option, Evergy explained that for 

accounts in arrears with balances owed of at least $100 but less than $250, it would be helpful for 

the customer and the Company if they were brought current sooner rather than later because the 

summer heating season, and the higher electric bills that come with it, is imminent.15   

12. Additionally, Evergy often seeks to avoid disconnection activity for accounts in 

arrears with lower balances because the benefit of such activity can be outweighed by the 

associated costs so the risk of disconnection for customers with account balances including less 

than $250 in arrears is less.16   

13. Evergy concluded that in light of these facts and the other benefits anticipated to 

result from the Company’s proposed COVID-19 customer programs, the provision of incentives 

for residential customers to enter into one- or four-month pay agreements is not unduly preferential 

under K.S.A. 66-101b and that those programs should be approved.17   

14. Evergy explained that certain time restraints made it necessary for Evergy to begin 

offering these incentive programs on June 1, 2020 and requested expedited approval of the 

Application.  Specifically, with respect to the time constraints and request for expedited review, 

Evergy wished to begin offering these programs June 1 in order to help customers become current 

on their accounts prior, or as close as possible, to the start of the Cold Weather Rule.18   

                                                 
14 Evergy Application, ¶ 9. 

15 Id. 

16 Id. 

17 Evergy Application, ¶ 10. 

18 Evergy Application, ¶ 14. 
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15. Additionally, as of May 8, 2020, Evergy had nearly 60,000 residential customers 

throughout its service territory in Kansas and Missouri with balances that are in arrears by $250 

or greater, and approximately 130,000 residential customers with arrears of $249 or less.  In order 

to engage with as many of those customers as possible in advance of the end of the July 15, 2020 

moratorium on disconnection for non-payment, Evergy indicated that it was important to begin 

communicating the availability of the proposed incentives for residential customers to enter into 

one- and four-month payment plans no later than June 1, 2020.19   

16. Evergy made it clear in the Application that any action the Commission may take 

concerning this filing does not grant or deny authority to defer costs associated with such programs 

to a regulatory asset and also does not grant or deny authority to recover the costs associated with 

such programs in rates and that the potential for inclusion of COVID-19 customer programs was 

addressed in its accounting authority order request related to the pandemic in Docket No. 20-

EKME-454-ACT.20   

17. Evergy indicated in its Application that Staff supports the relief requested in the 

Application and that the Citizens’ Utility Ratepayer Board (“CURB”) does not oppose the relief 

requested.21 

II. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

18. In light of the time constraints related to this Application discussed above and the 

need to get the customer programs approved quickly, the Commission verbally approved the four-

month and one-month payment plan options at its open meeting on May 28, 2020.  The 

                                                 
19 Evergy Application, ¶ 16. 

20 Evergy Application, ¶ 13. 

21 Evergy Application, ¶ 19. 
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Commission also verbally found that the residential customer program filed as confidential by the 

Company did not require Commission approval because it simply involved an exercise in 

management discretion to make a charitable contribution.  The Commission requested that Evergy 

submit a draft order documenting these findings, which Evergy submitted on June 1, 2020. 

19. Now, in order to memorialize the Commission’s verbal orders in writing, the 

Commission finds as follows: 

20. The four-month and one-month payment plan options for residential customers 

proposed by Evergy in its Application are in the public interest because they will provide 

substantial benefits for customers who participate in the program, Evergy’s customers as a whole, 

and Evergy.  Given the extraordinary circumstances that currently exist as a result of the COVID-

19 pandemic, it is reasonable for Evergy to implement these programs to help customers manage 

their payment obligations for electric service.  The Commission finds that these two customers 

programs should be approved effective June 1, 2020, as requested by Evergy in its Application. 

21. The Commission also determines that, because it involves an exercise of 

management discretion and is essentially a charitable contribution because Evergy has committed 

not to seek rate recovery of the costs associated with that specific customer program, the customer 

program filed as confidential in Evergy’s Application does not require Commission approval. 

22. Because the bill credits that will be provided as part of the four-month and one-

month payment plan options do not result in a change in rates, the Commission finds that Evergy 

is not required to submit a tariff setting forth the provisions of those payment plans and credits.  
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This is consistent with previous Commission rulings, including the decision in the Order 

Approving Merger in Docket No. 18-KCPE-095-MER.22   

23. This Order does not grant or deny authority to defer costs associated with the

customer programs discussed herein to a regulatory asset and also does not grant or deny authority 

to recover the costs associated with such programs in rates.  The potential for deferral of the costs 

of COVID-19 customer programs will be addressed in Evergy’s accounting authority order docket 

related to the pandemic, Docket No. 20-EKME-454-ACT. 

THEREFORE, THE COMMISSION ORDERS: 

A. The Commission approves the four-month and one-month payment plans proposed

in the Application effective June 1, 2020 and finds that no approval is needed for the customer 

program filed as confidential in the Application. 

B. Any party may file and serve a petition for reconsideration pursuant to the

requirements and time limits established by K.S.A. 77-529(a)(1). 23  

C. The Commission retains jurisdiction over the subject matter and parties to enter

further orders as it deems necessary. 

BY THE COMMISSION IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Duffy, Chair; Albrecht, Commissioner; Keen, Commissioner. 

Dated: _______________. 

___________________________________________ 
Lynn M. Retz 
Executive Director 

22 See Order Approving Merger, Docket No. 18-KCPE-095-MER, ¶¶ 88 and 91. 

23 K.S.A. 66-118b; K.S.A. 77-503(c); K.S.A. 77-531(b). 
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